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Machine Learning ML Metrics Collector Service overview

ML Metrics Collector Service overview

The Metrics Collector service shows metrics data for Cloudera Machine Learning (CML).

It sends this data to a server called Prometheus, which is part of the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) control plane.
Grafana, the visualization tool, connects to Prometheus to visualize these metrics. With the CML Quota Management,
you can see various metrics from different CML workspaces under the CDP control plane.

Currently, the Metrics Collector service gathers data about how users and groups use resource quota, like how much
CPU, Memory and GPU capacity (if any) is allocated, and what the users or groups utilize from that. The Metrics
Collector service is running by default, but to collect data about resource quota metrics, you need to enable the Quota
Management feature.

Visualization in CML quota management

The Grafana dashboard, called Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) Quota Management, gives details about user and
group resource quota limits.

The CML Quota Management shows to what extent the user or the group uses the available resources. However,
currently it provides no information on which workload is utilized.

When the CML Quota Management feature is enabled, the Metrics Collector monitors to what extent the users and
groups use their resources. It collects data when new quota limits are set or when new workloads are created, so that it
can keep track of how resource quotas are being used over time.

CML Quota Management dashboard
The Cloudera Machine Learning Quota Management Dashboard provides an overview of resource quota allocation
and utilization of the users or groups within the Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) environment. Users can filter the
dashboard by selecting the namespace for the CML workspace, choosing the user or group type, and specifying the
user or group name.

Individual user or group metrics

• Total Memory, CPU, and GPU: It displays the total configured resources.
• Free Memory, CPU, and GPU: It shows the current available resources for the user or group.
• Used Memory, CPU, and GPU: It indicates the current utilized resources.
• Memory, CPU, and GPU Quota: It presents pie charts comparing configured versus allocated quotas.
• Free Memory %, CPU %, and GPU %: It displays the percentage of available free resources in gauge charts.

Figure 1: Individual user or group metrics
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Machine Learning Visualization in CML quota management

Note:

The panels are tailored specifically to the selections made in the filter, including the CML workspace, user or
group type, and the chosen user or group name.

Overall user or group metrics

• Overall Allocated Memory %, CPU %, and GPU %: It shows the total allocated resources as a percentage of all
users/groups.

• Total Quota Configured - Memory, CPU, and GPU: It displays the total configured resources of all users/groups.
• Total Quota Allocated - Memory, CPU, and GPU: It indicates the total allocated resources of all users/groups.
• Total Configured Memory vs Total Allocated Memory, CPU vs CPU, GPU vs GPU: It presents pie charts

comparing the total configured resources versus the total allocated resources.

Figure 2: Overall user or group metrics
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Machine Learning Visualization in CML quota management

Note:  The examples exclusively showcase panels that belong to the selected CML workspace in the filter.

Individual user or group detailed analytics

The examples showcase the configured Memory, CPU, and GPU resources compared to the allocated resources for
the specified user or group.

Figure 3: individual user or group detailed analytics

Note:

The panels are tailored specifically to the selections made in the filter, including the CML workspace, user or
group type, and the chosen user or group name.

Troubleshooting for CML Metrics Collector Service
Restarting the CML Metrics Collector Service might lead to multiple entries appearing in the dashboard.

Condition

If the Metrics Collector pod restarts, you might observe multiple entries appearing within the panels of the Cloudera
Machine Learning (CML) Quota Management for some time.

Cause

This happens because Prometheus scrapes data from the metrics collector at the pod level, which includes retrieving
information from the restarted pod during the scraping process.

Procedure

• No action is required.
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